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Sailor Sayo 2
Part B

The demon Lies has infiltrated the office and inverted the way
Sailor Sayo recharges her power. Instead of Love and
friendship Sayo now juices up on lewdness and sex!
Everything seems lost! But Isabel proposes a daring venture…
let‘s have a threesome to restore Sailor Sayo‘s powers!

In the meantime, Lies has given up on her search for Sailor
Sayo and has turned Julie into Mannequin. Exhausted and in
serious need of recharging her powers Lies is now about to
crash Stacey‘s meeting to feed on some desperation – Lies‘
source of power!

Featuring

Sayo… as Sayo the Office girl and Sailor Sayo!
Dylan… as the coworker who Sayo crushes on
Lies… as almost herself (Magic Demon Succubus

feeding off desperation)
Stacey… as the boss
Lucine… as a coworker
Charlotte… as a coworker
Marco… as a coworker
Isabel… as a coworker



In the meantime, Lies has found her
way into the office’s meeting room.

Who are you?! Why 
are you disturbing 

my important 
meeting?!

Are those
horns?

Is that a 
tail?

Fuck!
I think that‘s
yet another

demon! 

snap

That’s a lie!
Masturbating 

would be far more 
productive!

You think this 
is productive 

work?



She’s right, 
Stacey! These 
new methods 

are not helping 
at all.

Or we could just 
cancel these useless
meetings altogether

and masturbate at our 
own spots while getting

some work done?

At least we’d be 
relieving some 

stress while not 
listening to what 

you say.

We really 
should resume 
masturbating 

during meetings.



Everyone, back to 
meeting masturbation 
while we discuss the 

next part of the 
agenda.

Okay, okay!
I just wanted to 

try something 
new.



So, you think you can 
just achieve a nice 

hard orgasm by rubbing 
yourself down there 

and thinking of 
something sexy?

Well… eh…. 
Mhm… 
*moan*



Well, guess what.
That’s a lie! You 

can only cum with 
my permission.



A little while later…

May I 
cum now?

Please, I 
need it!

Let me cum, 
please!

rub
rub

rub
rub

fap
fap

fap

M
oan

M
oan

Groan

I want 
you on 

the brink!

Not yet, 
slaves.



Lies let‘s the four office workers build up
their orgasm some more before…









Yes!
Despar!

Suffer!
Suffer more for 
me! Let me taste 
your desperation!

Wahahaha!
All that 

sweet energy!

Delicious!



In the meantime Sailor Sayo gives her
everything to recharge her powers that
have been corrupted by the vile demon!
Can a threesome with the man she loves
and another office worker really do the
trick?



But…

Please… 
be gentle.

No buts! 
We are 

saving the 
world here!

Dylan!
You heard the 
lady. Get your 

cock in the 
game.





Seems it does! Happy and recharged
Sailor Sayo charges into battle once

again. But will it be enough?



Evil demon, 
here I come! 

Stronger than 
ever!

Sailor Sayo, 
Wait! You still… 

have some on 
your face…





End of Teaser!

Hello, Hexxet here, 

Will that power charge be enough? Can Sailor 
Sayo defeat Lies who has fed on the despair of 
her co-workers for hours? Can our magical girl 
save her friends from a fate as mannequins at 
the brink of orgasm for eternity? Tune in on 
Sailor Sayo 2B on 01.09.2023! ☺

Sailor Sayo 2B is ~85 pages long and entails 
~10 pinups. It’s for adults only and available 
on my Patreon for Connoisseur Tier or in 
Gumroad-Shop. 
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